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The utility will begin converting your videos in a few seconds once you’ve given it a go. You can use the program to convert
videos to various formats, e.g. from AVI to FLV, MP3 to MP4, MOV to MP4, WMV to MP4, etc. It’s a perfect utility for those
who are in search of a simple tool for video conversion. Appnimi Video Converter is a lightweight software application
developed specifically for helping you convert videos files from one format to another. The program is compatible with
Windows XP, Vista, and 7. Clean and simple looks You are welcomed by a straightforward design that integrates all
configuration settings into a single window. You cannot appeal to a help manual to read more about the configuration process.
However, you can quickly get an idea about how to make the most out of its features because they look easy to work with. Set
up video conversion tasks Video files can be imported in the main window using only the built-in browse button (the drag-anddrop support is not on the feature list). The conversion process is reduced to only a few mouse clicks. You only need to select
the input clip and provide information about the output directory and filename. A log is displayed in the main window. It
contains detailed information about the processed items and possible errors. What’s more, the utility automatically detects the
file format from the input file and makes use of the FFmpeg codec library to bring to an end conversion jobs successfully. Tests
have pointed out that Appnimi Video Converter carries out a task quickly and without errors. It does not eat up a lot of CPU and
memory resources so the overall performance of the computer is not hampered. Final words To sum things up, Appnimi Video
Converter has to offer nothing more than a simple software solution for helping you convert videos, and can be tweaked on the
fly. On the downside, it does not come packed with advanced features so it is not suitable for professional users. You cannot
make use of batch actions for processing multiple clips at the same time, trim videos, apply special effects, extract the audio
streams, and alter video parameters (e.g. bitrate, codec), just to name a few suggestions. Appnimi Video Converter - Convert
Video Using Video Converter Ultimate is one of the most popular video converter software. It is the best video converter and
video editor available. Main Features:
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KEYMACRO is a highly effective key-tracker that helps you to perform different tasks with a single keystroke. It offers a wide
range of automation options that will help you to speed up your work while keeping track of essential details. An accurate
definition of the features is provided in the help file. Automatic Character Editor: Keymacro lets you replace certain sequences
of text with commands that you will run in the future. This is a useful feature because you can perform repetitive actions and
save time in many cases. Complex Commands: Keymacro supports complex commands such as ones that you will find in many
command line utilities. You can define various actions that are executed upon pressing the keyboard shortcut you have set.
Automatic Task Manager: Keymacro is also a powerful task manager that will manage your work even when you are away from
the computer. When you create an automation task, you can choose the option to run the selected task automatically every time
you reboot. System Requirements: MAC OS X 10.4 or higher Keymacro is compatible with all the latest versions of Mac OS X.
Software Download: Visit the Official Website and Click the Download Button Below: Download Links EZProxy is a free web
proxy server for browsing the web anonymously and controlling the reach of your IP address. It has been downloaded over
300,000 times, and has been translated to more than 30 languages. EZProxy has a unique feature allowing to get parental control
over the connection, which is why it is also a great application for children. Homepage: Features: * Runs in the background and
has very little impact on the computer resources. * It is easy to install and uninstall. * It is very user-friendly. * It allows you to
create and manage a proxy server. * It protects your private data by browsing the web anonymously. * It allows you to block
access to a specific website or part of a website. * It allows you to filter the browsing traffic. * It allows you to set up a proxy
server in a matter of seconds. * It allows you to block web pages that have been known to contain harmful viruses and other
malicious software. * It allows you to block content that is identified as child pornography. * It allows you to block certain
social networks and access them anonymously. * It can be used with Windows, Linux, and Mac computers. * 77a5ca646e
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100% CLEAN Certification All the files @ FilesHost are 100% Clean, not contaminated with any virus and malware. Let's talk
2 minutes about the FREE FULL Version of the BEST Mobile App for Windows Mobile Phone & Tablet. Complete the Form
Below to download and get The #1 APP for Windows Mobile at Description: It's the ultimate app for Windows Mobile that
provides you with the functionality of a separate phone. It will allow you to receive and send SMS. The Main feature is that you
can create a "Work Phone" and a "Home Phone". Features: It allows you to change your SIM's identity. It supports multiple
SIMs. It's a handy tool for emergency use. You can lock the app to prevent unintentional access. It allows you to save money and
battery power. Description: Full version of “Emergency Phone” for Windows Phone 8, it is an app to help you reach emergency
service at the right time. No need for you to have multiple phones, It’s the ultimate app for Windows Mobile that provides you
with the functionality of a separate phone. It will allow you to receive and send SMS. The Main feature is that you can create a
“Work Phone” and a “Home Phone”. The app supports multiple SIMs and you can change the SIM's identity. It's a handy tool
for emergency use, you can lock the app to prevent unintentional access. It allows you to save money and battery power. ***
Features *** Provide easy access to SOS service. Set up multiple SIMs. Sim cards can be changed at will. Add other contacts as
required. Use multiple calls from your SIM cards. If call is answered, you can hear a feedback. Save money and battery power.
Description: Full version of “Emergency Phone” for Windows Phone 7, it is an app to help you reach emergency service at the
right time. No need for you to have multiple phones, It’s the ultimate app for Windows Mobile that provides you with the
functionality of a separate phone. It will allow you to receive and send SMS. The Main feature is that you can create a “Work
Phone” and a “Home Phone”. The app supports multiple SIMs and you can change the SIM's identity. It's a handy tool for
emergency use, you can lock the app

What's New in the Appnimi Video Converter?
Video Converter is a program for converting videos to other formats, audio files to other formats, video and audio files to one
another. It works with any popular video format and also with any audio file format. You can use it to create a DVD movie, put
videos on a portable player, convert an iPod to a more powerful digital audio player or convert a video to MP3 format, to MP4,
AVI, WMV, etc. Video Converter can convert between all common video formats: WMV, AVI, MP4, MOV, MPG, 3GP, QT,
MPEG, DAT, VOB, DIVX, and many more. Also, you can convert between all popular audio file formats: MP3, OGG, WAV,
WMA, AAC, AAC+, M4A, AC3, MP2, OGG, FLAC, and many more. Video Converter supports the most common video
players, DVD, and screen capture. It will automatically detect the codec from the file to be converted and will try to give you
the best and most suitable results. It will even detect the location and stream of an audio or video file to play it back. Features:
Convert between any video or audio format The program will automatically detect the format of the file to be converted and
will attempt to make the conversion with the most suitable settings. Take advantage of batch processing Batch conversion is a
great advantage of video converters. This program allows you to do many video conversions in a single click. This way you can
convert multiple files at the same time. Set video and audio parameters The program has a very good configuration settings and
you will be able to set every option that you need (video resolution, frame rate, bitrate, sample rate, color space, compression
type, audio encoding quality, audio channel layout, etc.) for all the videos you have. Convert between any video and audio
formats You can convert any video format to another one by setting up its settings. Video Converter supports AVI, ASF, FLV,
WMV, MPEG, MP4, MOV, MPEG2, 3GP, 3GP2, MP4, M4V, RM, RMVB, MPG, DAT, VOB, VCD, CD, SVCD, DVD, and
many other. Makes a DVD Video Converter makes a DVD from any video file and can burn it to a blank DVD or burn it to an
existing one. You can select any DVD drive or application to burn video files to a DVD and choose a place on the DVD to insert
the images. Convert audio and video to one another Convert audio files to any video format, video files to any audio format. It
will even detect the audio stream from the video file. Resize, crop, flip, and rotate video The program offers many useful video
conversion features
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7/Vista/XP or later, 64-bit processor (Intel or AMD) with at least 4GB of RAM, 32-bit processor
(Pentium) with at least 2GB of RAM. Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E2180 or AMD Athlon X2 2.8Ghz. Memory: 4GB (8GB
recommended) Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT or ATI Radeon HD 2600 or better. DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: At
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